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Cintas vaccine clinic shuts down

DeWine voices concerns regarding Johnson & Johnson vaccine safety
B Y O LIVIA V ALKNER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Cintas Center, one of the
largest mass vaccination clinic in the state of Ohio, is being shut down after Governor Mike DeWine ordered a
pause on the distribution of
the Johnson & Johnson (J&J)
COVID-19 vaccines. This action cancels all upcoming vaccination clinic dates at Cintas,
including the Xavier student
priority day this upcoming
Saturday.
The cancellations came as a
response to a joint statement
by the Food and Drug Administration and the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC)
that hit news media platforms
Tuesday morning. The announcement cited six women,
falling within the age range
of 18-48, that developed a
rare form of blood clots 6-13
days after receiving their dose
of the J&J vaccine.
The statement recommended a hiatus in distribution so a
thorough investigation can be
performed and any possible
correlation among these rare
clotting episodes and vaccine
can be further researched.
“Right now, these adverse
events appear to be extremely
rare. COVID-19 vaccine safety is a top priority for the federal government, and we take
all reports of health problems
following COVID-19 vaccination very seriously. People
who have received the J&J
vaccine who develop severe
headache, abdominal pain, leg
pain, or shortness of breath
within three weeks after vaccination should contact their
health care provider,” the
statement concludes.
All six women experienced
a cerebral venous thrombosis,
a type of rare blood clot that
occurs in the brain, and a low
platelet count, a blood com-

NewswireSKRWRE\(ULN0DDKV

Vaccine distribution at Cintas Center (pictured above) has been halted until further notice after a mandate from Governor Mike DeWine paused the
GLVWULEXWLRQRI-RKQVRQ -RKQVRQYDFFLQHV$VLJQLÀFDQWQXPEHURI;DYLHUVWXGHQWVUHFHLYHGWKHRQHGRVHYDFFLQHGXULQJSULRULW\LQRFXODWLRQGD\V

ponent that can form a clot in
response to trauma.
The AstraZeneca vaccine,
similar to the J&J vaccine
when it comes to its ingredients and its one-shot hallmark, has already been under
research and media probing
about a possible link to similar
clotting episodes and general
platelet and clotting pathway
dysfunction.
The AstraZeneca vaccine
has not been approved in the
United States for the time being, but at least seven clotting
deaths have been reported after its use in the United Kingdom.
DeWine’s plan to vaccinate
Ohio college students was
highly dependent on the ease
and efficiency of J&J’s oneshot vaccine, as the Pfizer and
Moderna shots are more expensive, more difficult to store
and lacking in the simplicity
of the single shot.

While the J&J vaccine was
used primarily at mass vaccination clinics, including the
one in Xavier’s backyard, the
majority of shots administered in Hamilton County
have been from Pfizer and
Moderna.
While the efficiency of
Ohio’s mass vaccination program utilizing the one-shot
vaccine has temporarily been
derailed, Cincinnati Health officials ultimately believe that
the impact left by this set back
can be overcome by pivoting
to other widely available vaccine options.
Nearly 7 million people
have received their allotment
of the J&J vaccine, including a significant number of
Xavier students. The news
has sparked concern from students about the safety of the
vaccination and the future of
mass vaccination plans for the
university.

Xavier has actively encouraged students to get vaccinated through various communications about vaccination
“priority” days for students.
First-year nursing student
Maddie Dickman recently received the J&J dose at the Cintas Center clinic, describing
the experience as “smooth”
and well-organized.
“You could tell they had
been doing it for a while. Everyone I interacted with was
really helpful,” Dickman said.
“It is important for (Kroger
Health) to work with the state
of Ohio to get vaccines back
at Cintas not only for the university, but for Norwood and
the surrounding community,”
she added. “It is important to
get everyone’s lives back on
track, not just ours on campus.”
Interim Director of Population Health Dr. Victor Ronis-Tobin, offered his opin-

ion from a university public
health standpoint.
“It is important not to be
alarmed by the halt of J&J
distribution. It’s a routine
procedure when new information about a medication or
a treatment appears to have a
hiccup,” Ronis-Tobin noted.
“The numbers of blood clot
cases are extremely low. My
guess is that within a week
CDC will identify the specific
risk factors and advise people
with these risk factors to take
a different vaccine. Otherwise,
my guess is that the J&J vaccine will be returning to use
within a short period of time.
It is very safe and effective,”
he continued.
“In the meanwhile, we need
to encourage students to vaccinate, because otherwise, we
will not reach herd immunity,
and will not be able to stop
the pandemic,” Ronis-Tobin
concluded.
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News from the Newswire office

A thank you note from the Newswire staff to our fellow Xavier Musketeers

Savin Mattozzi
´1DWLRQDO*XDUGGHSOR\HG
WRTXDUDQWLQHG1HZ5RFKHOOH
1<µ E\ &KDUOLH *VWDOGHU
2020-2021 Opinions and
Editorials Editor
´'R\RXUSDUWLQIODWWHQLQJ
the curve” by Andrew Zerman,
2019-2021 Staff Writer
 ´6WXGHQWV VKDUH WKHLU
voices from an empty campus”
by Joseph Cotton, 2020-2021
Campus News Editor
´(GLWRULDOILDWMXVWLWLDUXDW
caelum” by Alex Budzynski,
2020-2021 Managing Editor
´;8SODQVIRUDQDW\SLFDO
semester” by Hunter Ellis
DQG+HDWKHU*DVW
Multimedia Managing Editor
and Editor-in-Chief
Newswire photo by John Stowell
1st place in Opinion
Newswire won ONMA awards in the catagories of COVID-19 coverage,
opinion writing, sports coverage, news coverage and in-depth reporting. Writing
 ´(GXFDWH ; RQ YLROHQFH
all of Ohio’s daily newspapers
B Y N EWSWIRE
and was established in 1938. against women” by Mo
E DITORIAL S TAFF
Each year, they give out Juenger, 2020-2021 World
Newswire won five awards awards in 10 categories to News Editor
in the Ohio News Media recognize the achievements of
 ´([DFHUEDWLQJ HFRQRPLF
Association’s
(ONMA) student news outlets. In 2020, inequalities” by Mo Juenger,
Collegiate Newspaper & they also added the category 2020-2021 World News
Website
Competition
in of coronavirus coverage.
Editor
March, a major point of pride
 ´6XSSRUW EH\RQG WKH ELJ
Newswire
thanks
its
for our writing and editing community for allowing it picture” by Mo Juenger, 2020staff as well as our advisor. to exceed in all areas, but 2021 World News Editor
For this reason, we want to particularly in the areas that
2nd place in Sports
thank the OMNA board for led to the following awards:
Coverage
our high esteem as a campus
 /XNH )HOLFLDQR 
1st place in Coronavirus
news outlet and the Xavier Coverage
2020 Sports Editor
community for providing
 -RH &ODUN 
 ´5HPRWH OHDUQLQJ EULQJV
us with a chance to produce questions” by Kevin Thomas, Sports Editor
outstanding content each 2019-2020 Editor-in-Chief
3rd place in News
week.
 ´)HDWXUH ;DYLHU DOXP LQ Coverage
ONMA
is
a
trade Italy lockdown” by alum and
 $OH[ %XG]\QVNL 
organization that represents former World News Editor 2020 Campus News Editor

and 2020-20201 managing
editor.
-RVHSK&RWWRQ
Campus News Editor
 -DFN 'XQQ 
World News Editor
 0R -XHQJHU 
World News Editor
3rd place in In-depth
Reporting
 ´$ GD\ LQ WKH OLIH RI  D
Cincy protestor” by Mo
Juenger, 2020-2021 World
News Editor

newspapers are required to
have their content approved
by the administration. We are
lucky to have a university that
is so supportive of what we
do.
We have had several open
and honest conversations with
upper-level
administrators
who have been more than
willing and available to
answer the tough questions
we ask them. We worked
closely with Vice President
RI  5LVN 0DQDJHPHQW -HII 
We could not have, however, Coleman and the rest of the
won these awards on our own. &29,' 7DVN )RUFH WR
So, as an organization, we assemble several stories which
have a few people to thank.
played a part in our award for
First, we would like to coronavirus coverage.
thank all of the people who
And finally, we would like
have helped us document this to thank the students who
newsworthy year and the read our articles when they
many students who took the arrive in your inbox and on the
time to speak to a Newswire newsstands around campus.
writer.
Even if you just read your
From Seriah Barnes who horoscope, we still appreciate
spoke about her role in the your readership. We’d like to
march for racial justice in thank the community members
6HSWHPEHUWR/XNH2EHUPHLHU who listen to our radio shows
who gave us his opinion on the and podcasts. It is with your
return to campus earlier this support that we are afforded
year, thank you for lending us the learning opportunities
your voice. To those pictured that have allowed us to grow
in photo-ops and to student as journalists, students and
athletes and workers who Xavier Musketeers.
were featured throughout our
Newswire will continue to
pages, we thank you.
serve the needs of Xavier,
Secondly, we would like deliver important news to
to thank the administrators the people, foster a space for
who allow us the journalistic dialoge and uplift student
freedom to pursue the stories voices.
that we feel are so important.
Fiat justitia,
At many universities, campus
ruat caelum.
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XU graduation restrictions lifted

Commencement team allows guests and is planning Baccalaureate Mass
Co-Chair Leah Busam-Klenowski stated.
Keeping the four ceremony
structure announced in February allows for graduates
attending these ceremonies
to invite guests to attend the
event in person.
As of now, the number of
guests per graduate is capped
at two. However, there is a
possibility of increasing that
number to four. This is partially dependent on the number of graduates who have
RSVPed for the in-person ceremonies.
The Commencement Committee is developing a head
Photo courtesy of xavier.edu count of attendees based on
As the COVID-19 situation changes, the school’s commencement team is removing some of the safeguards that the RSVPs from graduates,
they formerly had in place. The Baccalaureate Mass will also be added to the graduation ceremony schedule. which were due on Monday.
four separate ceremonies by Ohio since the early months
“We are hopeful to be able
B Y E MMA S TEVENS
college.
of the year, the safety guide- to make the decision about
6WDৼ:ULWHU
When these plans were lines surrounding large gath- guests this week. We will notify all graduates who submitThe commencement com- originally rolled out in ear- erings have changed.
“The changes in COVID-19 ted the commencement RSVP.
mittee announced an expand- ly February, the maximum
ed in-person guest policy and capacity of Cintas Center guidelines allowed for guests They will receive an email
added Baccalaureate Mass to according to the COVID-19 to be invited. Per Governor with updates and information
the schedule for the upcoming guidelines set by the Centers Dewine, the capacity for the about picking up their guest
for Disease Control was only Cintas Center expanded to tickets. We anticipate sending
commencement ceremonies.
Prior to these changes, the 900 people. To properly abide 25% earlier in the spring, that email the week of April
commencement ceremonies by these safety measures, which is about 2500 people 19,” Busam-Klenowski exwere only able to accommo- in-person guests for the cer- versus the 900 or so previ- plained.
In addition to the prospect
date in-person attendance of emonies were not allowed. ously allowed in the venue,”
the graduates, divided into However, since COVID-19 in Commencement Committee of having two to four guests

per graduate attending the
commencement ceremonies
in person, graduates can also
look forward to the addition
of the Baccalaureate mass to
the schedule of commencement events.
Last year the event was not
held virtually or in person, and
the original commencement
plans for 2021 did not include
the Baccalaureate Mass either.
However, the event is back on
the commencement schedule
as a virtual event.
Reverend Abby King-Kaiser, director of the Dorothy
Day Center for Faith and Justice, explained that the event
will likely remain remote
regardless of the changes
in COVID-19 guidelines between now and then.
“It is hard to predict, but
I do not expect the possibility
of this becoming an in-person
event. This tradition always
includes student leadership,
and so students are involved
in the planning and will be involved with the liturgy,” stated Rev. King-Kaiser.
For further updates regarding commencement or Baccalaureate mass, visit the Xavier
Commencement website.

some flexibility but is not fully
online.
This newest program will
allow students to stay in the
area as they complete their
degree.
According to Schaefer,
some aspects of social work
education, specifically the required field placement and the
accompanying seminar class,
are not suitable for an online
format.
“There is a lot that you can
do to teach social work online,
but a fully online program
would be more challenging.
It’s the best of both worlds,”
Schaefer said. “Social work
practice classes where you
try to figure out what kind
of techniques and approaches
work with individuals, families and groups would be challenging in an online environPhoto courtesy of xavier.edu
ment.”
College of Professional Sciences Associate Dean Dennis Long (left) and
Schaefer also noted that
Social Work Department Chair Jaylene Schaefer (right) pose for a photo.
there are several aspects that
thirds of the classes will be will be taught online, since
B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
taught by SLU faculty, while they can be worked through
Campus News Editor
the other third will be taught independently and don’t reStarting this August, Xavi- by Xavier faculty.
quire conversations.
“We’ve been asked forever’s newest master’s program
According to Schaefer, the
will give students passionate er, ‘When is Xavier going to new MSW program aligns
about social work an oppor- get an MSW program?” So- well with the Jesuit values of
tunity to stay in Cincinnati as cial Work Department Chair the university.
they pursue their degree. The Jaylene Schaefer said. “We
“Xavier’s social work prouniversity has teamed up with were really lucky to end up gram is very old. It existSaint Louis University (SLU) finding SLU. They said they ed outside of the university
to offer a master’s degree in had this creative way that when it was part of Edgethe social work (MSW) pro- smaller schools could do an cliff College,” said Schaefer.
gram that is taught in a hy- MSW program.”
“Social work has always been
Schaefer stated that the about offering clients help on
brid format.
According to Xavier’s Col- program fills an unmet need changing the things that they
lege of Professional Sciences in the area for a master’s pro- want to change. It’s not prewebsite, approximately two- gram in social work that has scriptive.”

who have earned a Bachelor
of Social Work degree from
Xavier, or any other accredited institution accredited by
the Council on Social Work
Education, to complete the
degree in 39 credit hours instead of the usual 57.
Interested students can
find an application on the social work department’s website. Applications for the Fall
Semester are due by August.

Masters of social work degree offers flexibility
SLU has also collaborated
with Lourdes University in
Sylvania, Ohio; Avila University in Kansas City, Mo; and
College of Our Lady of the
Elms in Chicopee, Mass to
offer a similar hybrid MSW
program.
The degree is designed
to be completed within two
years. The program also offers an advanced standing
path that will allow students

April 12, 2021
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
C OURTESY OF C HLOE S ALVESON

 Vice President of Risk Management Jeff
Coleman and XUPD Chief of Police Robert Warfel discussed Xavier’s response to
the April 2 vandalism on campus by a white
supremacist group. Their next steps are to
increase the number of patrols on campus
and finalize plans to increase the number
of cameras in the area overseeing the Xavier Yard where the banners reading “Black
Lives Matter” were vandalized twice.
 The student organizations’ budget is on the
docket to be approved this coming Monday.
 The Academic Affairs Committee, led by
Sen. Elizabeth Garnes, is tentatively meeting with Provost and Chief Academic Officer Melissa Bauman on April 28.
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Resort plans spark controversy

The purchase of 891 acres near Red River Gorge stirs questions among locals
B Y G RACE H AMILTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
A recent multi-million dollar land purchase near Red
River Gorge in Kentucky has
left locals and frequent visitors distressed about the plans
for its development.
Over 891 acres of privately-owned land adjacent to Red
River Gorge Geological Area
in east-central Kentucky was
sold in March to Red River Property Holding Group
LLC. The land, owned by entrepreneur Ian Teal, was reportedly sold for around $2.25
million.
The 29,000 acre geographical area, which lies within
Daniel Boone National Forest,
Photo courtesy of nara.getarchive.net
boasts high sandstone cliffs,
Proposed
to
affect
a
place
with
extremely
high
unemployment
and
poverty
rates,
some
Kentuckians
believe
that
a
new
commercial enterprise would
rock shelters, waterfalls and
ÀQDQFLDOO\UHMXYHQDWHWKHDUHD5HVRUWRSSRVHUVZRUU\WKDWH[FHVVLYHHFRORJLFDOGDPDJHZLOORXWZHLJKWKHSRVVLEOHHFRQRPLFJDLQVRIGHYHORSPHQW
natural bridges.
The gorge is a popular spot
The sale has garnered sigSupporters of the develop“At the end of the day, the Morelock said.
for hiking, rock climbing and ment hope to create over 500 nificant criticism from locals wildlife is creating these jobs,”
“The part of Red River
camping. The purchased land jobs and generate more than of the area, who worry that Mintu said.
Gorge that’s so nice is that it’s
next to it contains many of $18 million per year in labor development of the Red River
Red River Gorge United, with nature, and building a rethe same features and diverse income for the region.
Gorge area will ruin a natural a group in the area, surveyed sort would detract from that,”
wildlife.
In eastern Kentucky, the environment home to diverse 472 locals to ascertain the she added.
Red River Economic De- poverty and unemployment wildlife and sandstone arches, public mood towards the deDevelopment on the newvelopment, a non-profit arm rates of some counties are others argue for economic re- velopment plan and land pur- ly-purchased land will not beof the Kentucky Chamber nearly double the national juvenation.
gin until Red River Economic
chase.
Foundation, used federal and average, while others possess
“It’s a really fine line to
Seventy percent of those Development can find a develstate grants to hire Stantec, a a median household income walk,” first year Kentucky na- surveyed were opposed to oper to build the resort or any
design and engineering firm, that barely rests above the tive Maya Mintu said. “If it the development of a resort of the other projects suggestto formulate a development poverty line.
does destroy the wildlife, that or a residential community. ed by Stantec.
plan for the region. The result
Economic inequalities have is just creating employment More support was expressed
While the search for develwas a plan for a high-end $135 become more apparent in past in the same way that employ- towards the idea for a restau- opers and investors continues,
million resort which includes decades, since the main source ment was originally taken rant, distillery or new visitor Red River Holding Group
a 170-room lodge, cottages, of employment and revenue away, which is from economic center for the area.
LLC will hold the property for
residential areas and a distill- — coal mining — has steadi- development and destroying
“I understand the appeal,” three years until the developery.
the environment.”
ly declined.
first year English major Kara ment can begin.
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Crook cook, you’re accepted to UK, monkey business, state tool
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A high school teacher broke a Guinness record for stacking wet soap.
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Photo courtesy of picryl.com

Cincinnatians reported monkey sightings in an East Price Hill cemetery.
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Biden announces gun reform plan
Ghost guns, red flag laws and pistol-stablizing braces cause federal concern

B Y E RIN A LBRIGHT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

President Joe Biden announced extensive plans to
begin executive action on gun
reform last Thursday. The announcement came the same
day of a mass shooting that
killed five people in South
Carolina.
Gun violence was a central
issue of Biden’s presidential
campaign, an issue he called
an “international embarrassment” and “public health crisis.” The United States averages one mass shooting per
day and 120 guns per 100 people.
The proposed action includes legislation to stop the
sale of “ghost guns.” These
weapons are handmade firearms sold in “do-it-yourself ”
kits or are 3D-printed and
come without a serial number,
which leaves the government
unable to trace them.
Biden’s efforts come after
helping put in place 23 executive actions to combat gun
violence while working under
the Obama administration.
The president explained
that he wanted to incorporate “common sense” steps,
including mandating that serial numbers be stamped on
each part of the gun, as well
as subjecting buyers to back-

ground checks.
Currently, it is legal to
build a gun in a home or a
workshop, and there is no federal requirement for a background check. It is Biden’s
hope that the kits will be
treated as firearms.
The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (ATF) estimates that
about 10,000 ghost guns were
recovered by law enforcement
in 2019.
“Ghost guns are disproportionately impacting gun
violence in communities of
color and undermining the
states with strong gun laws,”
Christian Heyne, Vice President of Policy at Brady: United Against Gun Violence,
said.
In addition to tighter rules
on ghost guns, Biden has
asked the Justice Department
Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.com
to draw up legislation to as- The Biden administration seeks to monitor and limit the sales of gun kits,
sist states in implementing which can provide a loophole around the federal gun registration process.
The Biden administration’s
“red flag” laws. These laws weapon than simply a handwould allow courts to bar gun. Prospective buyers will plan will not affect the sale
people from carrying guns be required to go through a of assault weapons or close
if they are shown by family far more thorough application loopholes that allow buyers to
escape background checks onmembers or law enforcement process.
The proposed actions di- line or at gun shows, despite
to present a danger to themrectly address the most recent Giffords Law Center stating
selves or others.
New regulations on pis- shootings, most specifically that a fifth of all guns sold to
tol-stabilizing braces will the Boulder, Colorado shoot- buyers don’t require a backlikely also be put in place. ing. The mass shooting left 10 ground check.
“Whether Congress acts or
These stabilizers have the people dead and the shooter
ability to turn a pistol into a had used a pistol-stabilizing not, I’m going to use all of the
resources at my disposal as
more accurate and deadlier brace.

Amazon union vote fails

Unionization fails 1,798-738 in Alabama
B Y A VERY S TRYCHASZ
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Amazon factory workers made the first attempt to
unionize since 2014 on April
9 in Bessemer, Ala. With over
5,000 factory workers, the
warehouse in Bessemer is one
of the largest in the South.
Workers voted on whether the Alabama plant should
join the Retail, Wholesale,
and Department Store Union
(RWDSU). Joining RWSDU
would most immediately affect
employee safety programs and
health care.
The results of this vote
came in on Friday afternoon in
favor of not unionizing. With
a final total of 1,798-738, the
vote heavily favored keeping
Amazon’s current employee
safety programs.
Opposers of Amazon say
that the company sent misinformation about the vote to its
employees or downplayed the
seriousness of the situation.
Allegedly, the company also
pressured the postal service
to install a mailbox in front
of their factory so that they
could monitor the number of
employees voting.
RWSDU President Stuart
Appelbaum has already committed to fighting the vote by
challenging the results.
“Amazon has left no stone

Arkansas passes
anti-trans bill

B Y T YLER C LIFTON
6WDৼ:ULWHU
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unturned in its efforts to gaslight its own employees,” Appelbaum commented.
Civil rights activists have
questioned the industry giant’s commitment to creating
a diverse environment, especially because the majority of
eligible unionization voters
were African American.
Support for pro-union voters came in abundance from
Twitter, with Sen. Bernie

Sanders (I-Vt.) leading the
charge by calling those who
came out and voted against
Amazon “an inspiration” who
should be “applauded.”
Twitter
user
Rafael
Khachaturian (@rafkach) responded to a New York Times
article about the vote, asking for them to “cut the sh*t.
(They) beat the union drive
through misinformation, intimidation, pressure.”

president of the United States
to protect Americans from
gun violence,” Biden said.
Partisan response from politicians has been strong. Biden
opposers on social media even
quickly compared his efforts
to those of former dictators,
including Stalin, Hitler and
Mao Zedong.
Tennessee Governor Bill
Lee, immediately responded
to Biden’s proposal with his
own. A bill was quickly signed
in the state allowing nearly
all adults to openly or concealed-carry handguns.
Ted Harvey, a Fox News
contributor, felt his second
amendment rights were being ignored, and said Americans should be “appalled” by
the Administration’s “utter
disregard” of Constitutional
rights.
Senator Tim Kaine (D-Va.)
endorsed Biden’s plans, also
referring to the steps being
taken as “common sense” actions.
Texas Governor Greg Abbott, tweeted that the state
plans to pass a law defying
any new federal gun control
mandates, making Texas a
“Second Amendment sanctuary state.”
President Biden said he is
“determined to make change”
in his final comments after announcing the executive action.

After Gov. Asa Hutchinson
(R-Ark.) vetoed a bill which
would prevent doctors from
providing gender-affirming
care to trans youth on April 6,
the state legislature overrode
the governor’s veto.
Inside the legislature, the
House vote was 71-24 and in
the Senate 25-8, passing the
Save Adolescence from Experimentation (SAFE) Act
into law.
Hutchinson vetoed the bill
out of concern for government overreach, adding that
the bill expanded the state’s
role in medical care. The governor also described it as creating “new standard of legislative interference.”
The veto was not well-received by members of his own
party, including former President Donald Trump.

“Bye-Bye Asa, that’s the
end of him! Fortunately for
the Great State of Arkansas,
Sarah Huckabee Sanders will
do a fantastic job as your next
governor!” Trump said.
Hutchinson
dismissed
Trump’s comments, calling
the discussion about the bill
vital to determining the future direction of the Republican Party. The highly controversial bill bans doctors in the
state from prescribing puberty blockers, hormone replacement therapy or gender-affirming surgeries to trans
youth. Medical professionals
who fail to comply with the
law could be charged with a
felony.
The bill will still face opposition even after being signed
into law. Holly Dickinson,
the executive director of the
ACLU in Arkansas, vowed to
challenge the law in court to
prevent it coming into effect.

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org
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You should really go to therapy

Actually, everyone should
go to therapy.
There’s this idea that’s perpetuated that only those with
the worst problems, feelings
or illnesses need help. And it’s
a dangerous idea. Regardless
of the person, everyone can
benefit from talking about
their issues and receiving advice from a qualified professional.
Therapy is seen as something for “crazy” people. For
the worst of the worst with
countless issues and problems.
The truth? I attend therapy
weekly. I’ve been in therapy
for three years. I’ve stayed in
a psychiatric ward. And none
of these are bad things. They
are necessary things that have
provided me with the help and
support I’ve needed during
times when I’ve struggled the
most.
And even when I’m not
struggling, talking to someone is still helpful. When
I’ve not been anxious or depressed, I’ve addressed past
issues or small problems. I received my ADHD diagnosis.
And I shouldn’t be ashamed
to admit that. No one should.
When someone breaks their
arm, they don’t try to hide it

from anyone. When they vis- mental health issues each year,
it their doctor for their yearly and according to NAMI 1 in 6
check-up, they don’t keep it a children from the ages of 6-17
secret. It’s because we don’t experience a mental disorder
view these things as shameful, each year.
but anything associated with
But this isn’t the only reamental health is. And this son to go to therapy. Therapy
shame
should
When someone breaks their arm,
is danb
e
they don’t try to hide it from anygerous.
treatone. When they visit their doctor
Aced as
for their yearly check-up, they don’t
corda regkeep it a secret
ing to
u l a r
a study
docpublished by the U.S. Library tor’s check-up. Yearly physiof Medicine, “There is no cals are part of the norm; why
country, society or culture can’t yearly psychiatric visits
where people with mental ill- be treated the same?
ness have the same societal
The stigma surrounding
value as people without men- mental health in our society
tal illness.”
points towards a larger issue:
This prejudice has death the way our healthcare system
counts and body tolls. Suicide treats mental health. I considis the second leading cause of er myself extremely lucky to
death from age 10 to 24, the have parents who are willing
National Alliance on Mental to pay for me to attend theraIllness says. (NAMI)
py that our insurance doesn’t
Everyone can benefit from cover.
therapy. Everyone can benefit
Health care, especially for
from addressing their issues mental health, is a privilege
and emotions. Therapy can in the U.S. when it should
teach you coping mechanisms, be a right. The 2008 Mental
better communication skills Health Parity Act means that
or how to be a better parent, insurance provider’s dollar
friend or partner.
limits for mental health benThe reality is that 1 in 5 efits can’t be any lower than
adults in the U.S. experience the limits for medical or sur-

gical benefits.
Despite this, the difficulty of finding providers in an
insurance’s network can be
extremely difficult. By ensuring that their network doesn’t
include or reach many mental
healthcare providers, insurance companies essentially
keep people from receiving
psychiatric or therapeutic care
that they can afford.
A report from the Mental
Health Treatment and Research Institute found that a
visit to a therapeutic or psychiatric office is more than
five times as likely to be out of
network than an appointment
for primary care.
This means that the care
isn’t covered by the insurance, and the cost will be paid
out-of-pocket. There aren’t
enough mental health care
providers in the U.S., and
many of them don’t even accept insurance since they aren’t paid enough by insurance
providers.
The combination of stigma
surrounding mental illness
and the difficulties in accessing care creates a culture of
shame and avoidance. This
culture keeps us isolated in
our own issues and emotions.

We can better connect with
ourselves and with each other.
We can address our feelings
healthily in an environment
without judgment or prejudice.
Therapy is needed. For
everyone. No one can get
through life alone with their
own thoughts and feelings
clogging up their minds. If
we open ourselves up to the
idea that no one is completely in control of how they feel,
and that there is no shame in
seeking help for these feelings,
we can create a culture that is
more connected, more open
and more loving.
In the words of my therapist, “We can’t fix everything.
We can only be here for each
other. And that has to be
enough.”

Grace Hamilton is a
ÀUVW\HDU SROLWLFDO VFLence major. She is a
staff writer for Newswire
from Akron, Ohio.

“Too nice” is not a bad thing
I remember reading a disproportionate number of
books as a kid in which one
of the character’s fatal flaws
was willingness to sacrifice
themselves for the well-being of others or caring too
much about their friends.
Think Harry Potter or
Percy Jackson — the lone
hero’s proclivity for altruism
resolved the main conflict of
many of those stories, but
there is inevitably someone
who is angry at them for
putting their own welfare on
the line.
I have also watched shows
like Queer Eye and What Not
to Wear in passing, and somehow everyone’s substandard
appearance and overall lack
of excitement about life can
be attributed to the fact that
they give too much of their
time and energy to other
people. Even in casual mediums, such as Buzzfeed arti-

cles and daily conversations,
it’s not uncommon to come
across a statement suggesting we should all prioritize
our well-being before that of
anyone else.
In all of these cases, someone always makes a big fuss
about how people should do
more for themselves and less
for others.
The concept of doing
more for yourself isn’t a
problem, but when did selflessness become a vice?
That always confused me. I
would love for people to perceive me as giving of myself,
and I don’t think I’m alone in
that. Those who choose to be
selfless are usually portrayed
as the protagonists, so someone must have thought it
was a desirable enough trait
to appeal to millions of TV
watchers, young readers and
anyone who listened to stories before that.

This conflicting narrative
sends mixed messages to
audiences; it’s unclear what
we’re supposed to take away.
Consequently, it’s difficult to
discern when desire to help
others becomes a flaw, and
at what point looking out for
yourself becomes an issue.
As far as I can tell, neither
putting yourself first nor
selflessness are bad things
in moderation. Sure, there’s
a limit — you shouldn’t let
yourself be used or drain every bit of your energy before
you handle your own needs.
Nevertheless, it is very
possible to participate in
self-care while still showing
love to the people around
you as much as you can. It
seems worth it to suck up
a little discomfort here and
there or go out of your way
to make someone else happy — our culture could use
a shift toward givers instead

of takers.
In my experience, choosing generosity and kindness
is also a fantastic way to improve your own mindset, and
it’s where I find most of my
happiness.
I always feel good being
introduced as my roommate’s designated “heavythings-mover,” seeing someone smile when I give them
a compliment or having a
friend seek me out first for
comfort in the face of bad
news. These are some of the
most important and affirming interactions in my life,
the experiences that define
my humanity.
I’m not sure why we are
so determined to tell people
being selfish is necessary for
our own well-being when
living as a person for others
is so rewarding.
It could be because we’ve
been taught to be consumers,

because we’re afraid we’ll be
off-putting or because we are
subconsciously attempting
to justify our own laziness,
but honestly, I don’t know.
My best guess is that it varies by person, as does intrinsic motivation to be selfless.
The point is, if you’re a
nice person, keep it up. Don’t
let people tell you you’re too
nice, or at least don’t take
it to heart. Maybe one day
the rest of us will join your
ranks.
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What is Xavier’s message, really?
What message does Xavi- in this situation was the des- the primordial body that is
er want to send to its Black ecration and vandalization of racism and explore its implistudents? Is it one promoting Xavier’s campus.
cations for this campus. DivJesuit values and empathy? If
The sole purpose of plas- ing into the depths entails
so, why has that not been felt tering White supremacist a thorough examination of
by Black students?
paraphernalia on campus and what went wrong over the
The message echoing in destroying the “Black Lives weekend, Xavier’s checkered
the ears of many Black stu- Matter” sign was to strike fear past and what must be done
dents is
in the about the future.
It is glaringly apparent that
that the
hearts
Although each of the subour school has not used its reu n i o
f jects above deserves a dedisources to promote its Black stuversity
B l a c k cated essay, this statement’s
dents’ wellbeing, and this weekd o e s
s t u - remainder will primarily adend only highlighted that.
n o t
d e n t s , dress last weekend.
suffistaff
This past weekend highciently support them. This and faculty. This is a prime lighted a lack of safety and
sentiment is a culmination of example of overt racism, student distrust of XUPD.
the school’s inability to im- which is easy to spot and con- Regarding protection, Xavier
plement anti-racist measures, demn. Unsurprisingly, Presi- lacks necessary safety meameasures that the Black Stu- dent Father Michael Graham, sures that could have thwartdent Association (BSA) sug- publicized a statement doing ed and or aided in apprehendgested in the 1990s and have so. While the statement was ing the guilty party. Merely
yet to come to fruition.
good, it was just that — a having cameras throughout
It is glaringly apparent statement.
campus would be a starting
that our school has not used
At this point, it is routine point in addressing safety
its resources to promote its to be provided with a care- concerns.
Black students’ wellbeing, and fully-crafted statement conGiven the police’s intensethis weekend only highlighted demning bigotry and promis- ly racist history against Black
that. As many of you know, a ing a brighter future. However, people, it is important to note
horrendous event occurred that is not enough, has not that a lot of Black people only
over the weekend that was been enough nor will it be suf- turn to the law when in dire
inherently racist and holds f i c i e n t
In this case, a Black student felt circuminsidious implications for all f r o m
that their life and others’ lives stances
students.
t h i s
might be at risk. To be responsible, a n d /
It is best to examine this m o they contacted XUPD and were or feel
event using the iceberg anal- m e n t
their
met with inaction.
ogy. Simply put, the tip of the f o r life is
iceberg is the most apparent ward.
threatand identifiable feature, while
Continuing the iceberg ened.
its actual size remains un- analogy, we must plunge into
In this case, a Black student
known. The tip of the iceberg the frigid depths that house felt that their life and others’
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lives might be at risk. To be emblematic of the overtly
responsible,
$UH;83'RIÀFHUVFDSDEOHRI UHDFWLQJ
t h e y
in a timely and necessary fashion?
c o n Their initial inaction was profoundly
tacted
concerning and gives credence to
XUPD
the skepticism and lack of trust that
and were
students feel toward XUPD.
met with
inaction. Only after sever- and covertly racist history of
al students filed complaints this campus. It’s yet another
to the Bias Action Response gnarled and twisted chapter
Team were the bigoted stick- in this school’s storied history.
ers removed, and XUPD paDespite that, Xavier still
trolled the campus.
has an opportunity to prove
It is not far fetched to be- to its Black students that their
lieve that the White suprem- lives matter — not in some
acist group whose signage abstract fantasy, but in unmarred our campus could in- abashed, actionable ways beflict physical harm on Black cause the university has the
students. This threat of phys- resources to act.
ical violence is evidenced by
Finally, to all our Black sisthe contents of their manifes- ters, brothers and everyone
to and news footage from the in between: we love you, we
deadly “Unite the Right’’ rally are here for you and we will
in Charlottesville.
not rest until this university
In a moment of crisis, this shows through actions that
begs the question: are XUPD Black Lives Matter.
officers capable of reacting in
a timely and necessary fashion? Their initial inaction was
profoundly concerning and
gives credence to the skepticism and lack of trust that
The Black Student
students feel toward XUPD.
Association
(BSA)
Sadly, there are many negwas founded in 1996.
ative experiences Black stuBSA serves to prodents endured at the hands
mote the interests of
of those sworn to protect
the Black students at
and serve. Over the weekend,
Xavier University.
the events that transpired are

A letter from the editor
In light of the George opinion I hold.
Floyd’s murder trial, the
“George Floyd should
killing of Daunte Wright still be alive today” is not an
and yet another on-cam- opinion. It is a fact. Police are
pus hate crime by a White never supposed to function
supremacist group, I feel it as judge, jury and executionis my responsibility as the er. Any system that allows
Opinions & Editorials editor such egregious violations
to clarify what is and is not of the right to life to stand
an opinion.
unpunished and unopposed
Black Lives Matter is not bears the responsibility of
an opinion. It is a fact. An not only complicity, but also
unobjectional reality. The causality for every death that
lives of Black people having occurs.
worth and meaning is not
That George Floyd was
and never will be up for de- murdered by Derick Chaubate.
vin is, as of now, an opinion.
The idea that anyone And yet, I still have hope
who dist h a t ,
“Elet Hall’s namesake, Xavier’s w i t h agrees
ÀUVWSUHVLGHQW-RKQ$(OHWZDV in
with the
two
a slave owner” is a fact.
aforeweeks of
m e n this pubtioned statement is racist is lication, such will be fact.
technically not a fact, but an
“Elet Hall’s namesake,

Xavier’s first president John
A. Elet, was a slave owner”
is a fact.
That Elet Hall, not just
Fenwick, should be renamed
is an opinion.
“Members of
White
supremacist groups have
successfully infiltrated the
ranks of our law enforcment
and have been present within police departments for decades” is not an opinion, but
a fact reported by the Brennan Center for Justice.
That the infiltration contributes to the lack of action
taken against hate crimes
and White supremacist vandalism on college campuses
and beyond is currently an
opinion.
“Hate crimes and White
supremacist
vandalism
should never occur on col-

lege campuses or anywhere
for that matter” is a fact, evidenced by their codified classification as criminal acts.
That a university that allows hate crimes and vandalism to occur at the hands
of a deadly hate group twice
within a single semester is
demonstrating a clear disregard for the lives of students
of color and an unwillingness to concretely right their
wrongs is not a fact, but an
opinion I hold. Similarly,
that by not acting more decisively, Xavier is complicit
in these acts of violence and
terror is an opinion.
Having clarified what is
opinion and what is fact, I
wish to shift my attention
slightly. Last June, Newswire
published an editorial titled
“Say their names” contain-

ing the names of and information on every unarmed
citizen killed by police since
2014. It is a horrific and depressing, but not unexpected, reality that said list is
now outdated. As a result,
Newswire will be publishing
an updated version on the
Opinions & Editorials pages
in next week’s issue.
If any member of the
Xavier community would
like a name added to the
list, please reach out to
newswire@xavier.edu
or
gstalderc@xavier.edu.
Until then, stay safe, stay
healthy and keep fighting.
—
Charlie Gstalder,
Op-Ed Editor
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Hideki Matsuyama wins green jacket

Matsuyama became the first Japanese golfer to win the historic tournament
B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
Multimedia Show Manager
Professional Golf Association member Hideki Matsuyama made history last
weekend by becoming the
first Japanese winner of the
green jacket, the prize for
coming in first place at the
Masters golf tournament.
The 2020 Masters was
played at Augusta National
Golf Club in November, and
was delayed from its usual
April start due to COVID-19.
In November, the course
played easier than ever. The
rough was thinner and easier to hit from, and the greens
were easier to read and putt
on than normal.
Known for its extreme level of difficulty, Augusta National was not what it usually
is. This spring was a completely different story than
last fall.
Greenskeepers at the
world-renowned course were
frustrated upon hearing about
how much easier it was to
play at Augusta in the fall and
decided to take it up a notch
for this spring’s tournament.
Players struggled mightily to gather and sustain momentum throughout, leading

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP

Hideki Matsuyama won the 2021 Masters this past weekend, edging out Will Zalatoris, Xander Schauffele,
Jordan Spieth and Jon Rahm to win the 85th edition of the historic golf tournament at Augusta National.

to the lowest winning score
since 2017.
Matsuyama won this past
weekend primarily due to his
consistency. Matsuyama finished under par in rounds one
through three, and was only
+1 on Sunday’s final round.
Matsuyama clearly took
the approach of taking the
tournament one hole at a

time, picking his spots to
birdie while also knowing
when a par was the greatest
victory.
Finishing with a final score
of -10, Matsuyama outlasted some of golf ’s brightest
young stars including Xander Schauffele, Will Zalatoris,
Jordan Spieth and Jon Rahm.
The final nine holes were

nothing short of a challenge
for the field, with the leaderboard under Matsuyama
seemingly changing after every hole.
When Schauffele made
four straight birdies leading
up to the par three 16th hole,
he was poised to take the lead.
Unfortunately for Schauffele, a first shot splash into

the water killed the momentum he had, leading to a triple
bogey which all but ended his
comeback attempt.
From a historical standpoint, this year’s Masters
tournament was one of the
best in recent memory.
Ten years ago, Matsuyama
played in the Masters amateur tournament and won,
becoming the first Japanese
player to accomplish the feat.
History repeated itself
this past weekend on a grander stage and the value of
Matsuyama’s win cannot be
understated.
Japan is one the leading
countries in the world for the
growth of the game of golf.
The impact made by a Japanese player winning on golf ’s
biggest stage will not only be
of benefit to Matsuyama, who
is likely to receive hundreds
of millions of dollars in Japanese endorsement deals as a
result of his victory. The impact will be felt for the continued expansion of the game
of golf across the world, and
especially in Matsuyama’s native Japan.
The 2021 Masters was a
good return to form for Augusta, as it was entertaining
and showed off it’s difficulty.

Baseball wins first conference series at St. John’s

B Y W ILL P EMBROKE
Multimedia Show Manager

The Xavier Musketeers
baseball team traveled to St.
John’s University last weekend to take on the Red Storm
in the first Big East series
matchup.
Game one of three was a
defensive battle, ending with
a final score of 2-1 in favor of
St. John’s.
Junior outfielder Andrew
Walker paced the Musketeers
offensively, securing two hits
and scoring Xavier’s lone run
of the contest. Senior lefthander Nick Zwack starred
on the mound, throwing for
almost seven innings, striking out nine and allowing
only one earned run.
The bats weren’t there for
the Musketeers this game, a
trend that would not continue
in the following two. Over the
final two games in the series,
Xavier combined to score 30
runs compared to the nine of
St. John’s.
The second game showed
much of the same as the first,
as it was close throughout.
However, the eighth inning was one of Xavier’s best
of the season. The Musketeers scored 11 runs in just
one inning and did it all without hitting a single home run.
Junior shortstop Jack
Housinger with a hit, two
walks and three runs batted
in.
Graduate catcher Natale
Monastra recorded two hits
and runs batted in. Soph-

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

Lane Flamm throws a pitch for Xavier in their 12-3 rout of St. John’s on Saturday afternoon. Flamm struck out six batters in seven innings, and
the Musketeers used an 11-run eighth inning to get the win. The team’s offensive prowees carried over into Sunday as they scored 18 runs.

omore outfielder Garrett
Schultz scored three off of
two hits as well.
The pitching staff performed for Xavier, allowing
just three runs. Junior righthander Lane Flamm struck
out six, allowing only five
hits and two earned runs in
seven innings.
The offense showed up
again for Xavier in the final

game of the matchup, finishing off the series win versus
the Red Storm by a tally of
18-6.
Junior catcher Luke Stephenson rocked a two-run homer in the first inning. Senior
second baseman Ryan Altenberger finished with five RBIs
throughout the day, including
a three-run home run in the
seventh inning.

Monastra and sophomore
outfielder Alex Helmin added in two hits apiece, capping off a dominant showing by the Musketeers.
Looking ahead, Xavier
will be back at Hayden Field
to host a four-game series
against the Butler Bulldogs.
The Musketeers second
Big East matchup will begin
Friday, April 16 at 3:00 p.m.

A sweep against Butler would
bring Xavier above a .500 record, as the Musketeers currently are sitting at 11-14 as
they go full speed ahead into
conference play.
Another good sign going
forward for the Musketeers
is that four of their remaining six series will take place
in the comfort of their home
stadium at Hayden Field.
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NHL Trade Deadline: Winners & losers
B Y L UKE S ERVELLO
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Losers:
The Buffalo Sabres
Can I blame the lowly Sabres who sit last in the East
Division for wanting to rebuild? No, I can’t. It’s the
quality of the return they got
for Taylor Hall that would really irritate me if I was a Sabres fan.
Hall was signed to a oneyear deal this past offseason,
and despite the fact that the
writing was on the wall for
the Sabres’ failures this season, he was given a no-trade
clause.
So, Hall controlled where
he could go. It was reported
by TSN’s Pierre Lebrun that
the Sabres had a better offer from a Western Division
team, but Hall likely vetoed
the trade.
Retaining 50% of Hall’s
salary and trading Curtis Lazar while only getting Anders
Bjork and a second round pick
is a loss for the Sabres.
While Bjork at one point
looked like a promising prospect in Boston, the 24-yearold never found his footing
and will try to revive his career in Buffalo.
Edmonton Oilers
It’s no secret that the Oilers have struggled to find suc-

Photo courtesy of creativecommons.org

Taylor Hall was traded to the Boston Bruins prior to the NHL Trade Deadline, making it Hall’s fourth team
in two seasons. The former Hart Trophy winner was dealt to the Bruinsalong with teammate Curtis Lazar.

cess after winning five Stanley Cups in the ‘80s and ‘90s
combined, largely thanks to
Wayne Gretzky.
But this year, the Oilers
are third in the North Division with 52 points, with Leon
Draisaitl and Connor McDavid making up one of the best
tandems in the NHL.
This was the year to go out

and do something to become a
legitimate championship contender. Instead, all the Oilers
did was acquire Dmitry Kulikov, who had two points in
38 games to go along with
-4 plus/minus (granted, that
came on a bad Devils team but
those still aren’t the best numbers).
This was a missed opportu-

nity for the Oilers to take the
next step and become a legitimate Stanley Cup contender.
Winners:
Nick Foligno
Foligno has been a heck of
a player in the NHL for quite
some time. Granted, he definitely isn’t the player he once
was, but he still is a solid player who also provides great

leadership.
He will have a chance to
get his name on the cup with
the Toronto Maple Leafs, who
acquired him from the Columbus Blue Jackets, where he has
played since the 2012-13 season. The Leafs currently sit in
first place atop the North Division standings, and Foligno
will now have the chance to
play meaningful hockey down
the stretch.
The Leafs did overpay for
him, giving up a 2021 first
round draft pick as well as
a 2022 fourth-rounder. You
could argue the Leafs aren’t
a winner because of this, but
Foligno certainly is, as he’s
now on a better team with a
better opportunity.
The Detroit Red Wings
The Wings made multiple
trades, but one stuck out. They
traded away winger Anthony Mantha to the Washington Capitals for Jakub Vrana,
a first-rounder and Richard
Panik, a 2022 second-rounder.
Is Mantha a good player?
Yes. Will he help the Caps?
Probably.
But this is a steep overpayment, and a great return for
the rebuilding Red Wings, as
they not only get draft picks
to help them build for the
future but also a productive
player in Vrana.

Men’s tennis loses conference matches Sports
The Musketeers lost three out of four against Wofford last weekend
Banter

B Y G RACE C ARLO
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Xavier men’s tennis suffered two losses this past
weekend against Butler and
DePaul, moving on to a 2-10
record for the regular season.
On Saturday, the Musketeers traveled to Indianapolis
to face Butler, but they fell 7-0
to the Bulldogs.
In doubles, Xavier took the
win on the No. 1 court with
sophomore Cambell Nakayama and senior Srdan Pejic,
capitalizing on redshirt junior
Michael Dickson and junior
Ryan Roegner 6-2.
However, Butler took the
doubles point with wins in the
No. 2 and No. 3 courts.
Sophomore Alvaro Huete
Vadillo and junior Drew Michael defeated Xavier senior
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
Jan Vrba and sophomore Shashank Reddy 6-3 in the No. 2 Xavier senior Brett Winters hits a shot against DePaul on Sunday. Winters won his singles match against the
Blue Demons, earning one of Xavier’s two points in the match. Xavier will play Marquette at home on Friday.
match.
In the No. 3 match, sopho- against Thompson. They also with a 6-1, 6-2 win in the No. No. 6 match, giving DePaul
more Borja Miralles and soph- took a 6-2, 7-5 win on the No. 5 singles match with Thomp- another point.
omore Zach Trimpe defeat- 5 court against Vrba. In the son.
Winters decided the final
ed senior Brett Winters and No. 6 court, Reddy took the
Pejic gave the Musketeers a point of the day with a 7-6,
sophomore Aaron Thompson first set but then fell in the point in the No. 2 match with 5-7, 10-5 win in the No. 1 sin6-2.
gles match to make the final
third 3-6, 6-3, 6-1.
a 6-3, 6-2 win to make it 2-1.
Butler also took the win in
On Sunday, Xavier hosted
DePaul picked up the next score 5-2.
the singles competition. Win- DePaul at home falling 5-2.
The Musketeers will host
point: a 6-2, 6-3 decision in the
ters fell, 6-3, 6-2 in the No. 1
DePaul won the doubles No. 4 match against Vrba. The Marquette at home on Friday,
court. In the No. 2 court, Pejic points by picking up a 6-2 de- Blue Demons then took the at 1 p.m. for the final match of
fell in the third set 6-2, 3-6, cision on the No. 2 court with next point in the No. 3 match; the regular season. The Big
6-2. Nakayama fell 6-2, 6-1 on Reddy and Vrba. DePaul also a 6-1, 6-4 win against Nakaya- East Tennis Championships
the No. 3 court.
took the No. 1 doubles match ma to give the Blue Demons a begin on April 22 in Cayce,
Butler picked up the 6-3, over Nakayama and Pejic.
S.C. and continue until April
4-1 advantage.
6-4 win on the No. 4 court
DePaul took the next point
Reddy fell 6-4, 7-6 in the 25.

Don’t count the Sox out
After getting swept at
home to open the regular
season, the Boston Red
Sox have won eight in a
row to improve to 8-3. It’s
early, but the Red Sox look
like they’re back to their
winning ways after back-toback subpar seasons.
Big Red Machine?
Another “red” team, the
Cincinnati Reds, have also
gotten out to a hot start
this season. The Reds currently lead Major League
Baseball in home runs,
and a big reason is former
Cleveland Indians outfielder
Tyler Naquin, who already
has five home runs and 14
RBIs on the young season.
It’s too early to say the
Reds will be a playoff team,
but the sudden power surge
is definitely an interesting
development.
A-Rod to Minnesota
No, the controversial third
baseman isn’t making
an MLB comeback with
the Twins. Instead, he’s
purchasing a stake in the
Minnesota Timberwolves.
The next question will be
whether he’ll keep the team
in Minnesota or attempt to
relocate it.
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XU Theatre presents
One of a kind drama
B Y C HLOE S ALVESON
Multimedia Show
Manager
I will be honest: I wasn’t
too thrilled to spend my Saturday night watching three
very long monologues on my
computer. But, what the heck,
I love theater. And now, I love
One by Joseph McDonough.
The entirety of the show is
composed of three characters:
a nun with a sex drive, a narcisstic Hollywood actor and
a grieving Emily Dickinson
lover.
Before I saw the production, I would not have believed these three vastly
different characters would
in any way, shape or form.

Yet, their lives become intertwined through the lost love
letters of a doomed Civil War
soldier, and each story effectively portrays heartbreaking
loss, overwhelming regret and
gut-wrenching loneliness.
Hats off to Kelsey Schwarber, Thomas Wehby and Amara Shroba. In the first few
words of each of their scenes,
I knew there’d be a powerful emotional appeal, as each
had very strong acting. Not
to mention, I cannot imagine
the memorization that was involved.
My favorite character, you
might ask? The lighting designer. From the color to the
fade, I was thoroughly impressed with every transition.
The set and props were min-

Photo courtesy of @xaviertheatre on Instagram

imal, but the lighting made
up for the lack of scenery. I
would never have guessed the
lights would be the main reason why I was thankful plays
would be in the Xavier Theatre once again.
“The lighting illuminated the importance of their
words. (My favorite lighting
moment was) when the nun’s
hand reached up to the sky, the
bright white light illuminated
above and behind her, which
contrasted with the darkness
within herself due to the stark
reality of her depressing life,”
first-year nursing major Erin
Macalintal commented.
The videography was also
exceptional. There were a few
times I was reminded of the
“Summer Nights” scene from
Grease in the best way possible. I almost wondered if the
play was meant to be on video, since it was, in my opinion,
essential to the mood of the
piece.
“I only watched five minutes of it, but the camera
work was well done. It was
smooth,” first year Philosophy, Politics and the Public
major Cedar Earlywine remarked. “I thought it would
be a shot of the whole stage,
but instead, the multiple cameras zoomed in and faded out
when necessary. I think it added to the thematic elements of
the production.”
Themes of love and loss
expressed by the beautiful
language and lovely writing
style easily translated to the
stage. The actors took the im-

opportunity to display both
the light and darkness that
may be present when healing
from trauma.
“(This gives) Xavier students, faculty and staff a voice
to express that on campus and
let other people know what
they’re thinking about different things that are happening
in the Xavier community,” she
added. “It lets their voices be
heard.”
Ely partnered with Professor of Classics and Modern
Languages Madeleine Mitchell, who created the FYS Art
of Expression course. Mitchell holds at least two student
exhibits a semester.
“The theme for this spring’s
exhibit had to be about reflecting on the year we’ve all
been through with COVID-19
and all of the other challenges (and) hardships individuals
have endured,” Mitchell said.
“We came through the hard
winter and approached the
‘light at the end of the tunnel’
with spring, religious celebrations of renewal and vaccinations. It was a good time for
people to think about aspects
of their lives that have been

painful or difficult and choose
to hope and heal,” Mitchell
stated.
Though these traumas may
bring up pain for the artists
involved, Mitchell found it important to honor the ups and
downs of the healing process.
“I think it’s so necessary to
really showcase both the good
and the bad sides, so I think
that it has been effective in
that regard. I think the people
that submitted artwork really
enjoyed the experience,” senior psychology and French
major Rachel Barth — a
peer support volunteer and a
contributor to the exhibit —
commented.
Barth created her own musical piece with her sister for
the exhibit. Her piece was inspired by the song “I Believe
You” written by American
singer and trauma survivor
Fletcher.
“(Fletcher) is letting people know this happens to everyone, even celebrities too.
When I first heard the song, it
was really powerful. It spoke
to me personally, and it was
truly a healing song for me
too,” Barth described.

A&E SINGLES

B Y G RACE C ARLO
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 $SULO7ZHQW\2QH3LORWVDQQRXQFHV QHZ DOEXP Scaled And
Icy.
 $SULO$PHULFDQUDSSHU'0;
GLHVDW
 $SULO  7D\ORU 6ZLIW GURSV UH
UHFRUGHG DOEXP Fearless (Taylor’s
Version).
 $SULO  2OLYLD 5RGULJR DQQRXQFHVQHZDOEXP SOUR,WREH
UHOHDVHGRQ0D\
 $SULO)RUPHUBachelor&ROWRQ
8QGHUZRRGFRPHVRXWDVJD\
agery of the script and conveyed its verbal illustrations
successfully.
I’m sure I’ve missed a ton
of thematic and symbolic nuisances, at no one’s fault but my
own. By the end of the show, I
was left wondering which story of the troubled souls was
the most depressing; one died,
one felt the effects of death
and one never truly lived.
Despite their differences,
each characters’ story aligned
by the end, creating a satisfying full circle moment. I audibly gasped at the last line: “Go
on, sister, go on.”
“While each of these sto-

ries seemed like worlds apart,
little comments and objects
within each story ended up
tying everything together, especially with the letters,” Macalintal noted.
Not everything was tied
into a nice, neat little bow,
however. I constantly considered what in the world Jill
whispered to Kyle at their
high school reunion.
And yet, amid my strife, the
tragedies in One were nothing
less than moving, which is all
I could ask for in a theater production. If you were to watch
a live production on YouTube,
this is the “One.”

Student art exhibit shines a light on survivorship
B Y C HLOE S ALVESON AND
C EDAR E ARLYWINE
Multimedia Show Manager
DQG6WDৼ:ULWHU
The “Shadows and Light”
art exhibit, hosted by the Confidential Peer Support Volunteers, showcases student art
for Sexual Assault Awareness
Month. The gallery’s pieces
focus on the process of healing from traumatic experiences.
The exhibit is a collaboration of multiple organizations
on campus, including First
Year Seminar (FYS), Campus
Advocacy, It’s on X and the
“Art of Expression” course.
Sarah Ely, a graduate student intern for the Confidential Peer Support Volunteer
Program, organized the event.
“I’m hoping that it is able
to showcase one student’s creativity. I know everybody isn’t
into art, but a lot of students
can be creative in other ways,
like photography, singing or
playing an instrument,” Ely
said.
The goal of the exhibit,
she explained, was to offer
students, faculty and staff the

Newswire photo by Kate Ferrell

Student-led art exhibit “Shadows and Lights” features a number of
pieces that were created to highlight and showcase trauma and healing.

“That’s why I decided that I
wanted to record it and post it
on Instagram: to show other
people a song that helped me
through a really tough time
and then kind of hoping that
that would help other people
as well.”
All members of the Xavier community are welcome
to submit pieces to the exhibit, regardless of the type of
trauma they have experienced.
“(I now understand) how
different trauma can look to
two different people and how
diverse the healing process
is. I saw through some of the
artwork that to me looked

bizarre, but to someone else
was a really impactful drawing and meant something to
them. I think just kind of understanding the differences
in healing,”Barth noted. “You
can’t just put healing in a box.
There’s so many diverse ways.
It’s a long process, but it’s also
a really beautiful process.”
“Shadows and Light” will
be displayed throughout the
rest of April on the second
floor of Gallagher Student
Center and on Instagram @
peersupportxu. Email a photo
or video of your artistic expressions to confidentialpsv@
gmail.com.
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Spring fashion tips set to suit all

B Y C HARLIE G STALDER
G RIFFIN B RAMMER

AND

Opinions & Editorials
(GLWRUDQG6WDৼ:ULWHU
Welcome back to this semester’s iteration of fashion tips, brought to you by
Griffin Brammer and Charlie
Gstalder. As a brief note before we begin, we are proponents of the belief that fashion should not be gendered.
Wear what you want as long
as you wear it with confidence
and “it” isn’t plaid shorts.
Workwear
While the emergence of
workwear within mainstream
fashion circles has been largely derided by blue collar workers, workwear isn’t clocking
out anytime soon. The combination of boxy cuts, durable
materials and plenty of pockets make workwear perfect for
spring.
If you’re looking to incorporate some workwear pieces
into your style, be on the lookout for Carhartt overalls (both
of the long and short-legged
variety), carpenter pants (or
for a more patterned, eclectic
look, try a pair of chef pants)
and short-sleeve work shirts:
the kind you’d see on a 1950’s
mechanic with a patchwork
nametag on the left breast.
Colors and Patterns
to Watch
Yellows are in right now,
but try and stick to mustard
or other dark yellows — you
don’t want to look like a neon
clad sixth-grader. Pair these

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI&UHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJ

with other muted colors like
sage, forest green and terracotta for the best effect.
On the patterned front, florals are always a springtime
must. More specifically, try to
go for less “Hawaiian shirt”
and more “Victorian botany
illustration.” Another pattern
that is seeing a resurgence is
pinstripes. Whether simple
or bold, just make sure your
lines are vertical. Horizontal
should stay dead.
Role Reversal
For years now, the style
bible has dictated a strict regimen of skinny or slim cut
pants and a baggier top. But
recently, a polar reversal has
struck the fashion world.
The new rule to live by:
tighter-cut tops and baggy or
wide-cut pants. It’ll take some

getting used to, but your legs
will thank you for the extra
breathing room on those 75
degree days. If you want to
get ahead of the curve, why
not try a new spin on an ugly
classic: cargo pants were huge
recently for their baggy nature and extra storage.
For the warmer seasons,
we predict that cargo shorts
will make a comeback, albeit
in a much more cropped and
shorter fashion. Never let
your cargo shorts go below
your knee.
Formal Outerwear
With their lightweight material, classic professionalism
and tan colors, trench coats
are the perfect spring outerwear. Also, consider adding
some classic suits in a gray
or white windowpane pattern

to your causal repertoire. Remember, there’s no need to
wear a tie or even a button
down shirt with your suit; collared shirts and short sleeved
T-shirts work well.
If you want to stray on the
side of business casual, the
posh aesthetic is back and has
just the clothes for you. Knitted sweater vests, polos and
tennis dresses will keep you
comfortable, fashionable and
country club chic. Just keep
your polos at least slightly unbuttoned, at the risk of looking like a grandpa.
Upcycling
Upcycling not only slows
our eventual climate-based
demise, but it also looks damn
good too. Fashion trends are
famously cyclical and the
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spotlight has turned to the
‘80s and ‘90s.
Don’t fall for brands trying
to sell you modern iterations
of old styles — get the real
deal. Thrift or borrow some
older clothes (and don’t forget
to donate clothes you no longer wear). Don’t forget about
the clothes you already own,
either.
Patchwork and colorblock
clothing are in fashion right
now, and if you have some old
shirts and a basic knowledge
of sewing, it’s a very easy
look to achieve. Of course,
silk scarves and bandanas are
a staple for hair accessories,
but recent trends have shown
people donning them around
their waist as a new form of
tie-on top.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI&UHDWLYHFRPPRQVRUJ

Godzilla vs. Kong conquers the cinematic scene
B Y A NDREW Z ERMAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
King Kong is perhaps the
most famous non-human
movie character in Hollywood history. Godzilla may
as well be the most iconic cinematic creature to originate
from Japan. These two characters came together for the
first time in nearly 60 years in
the recent release of Godzilla vs. Kong, and it is nothing
short of spectacular.
The crossover last occurred in the 1962 Japanese
film Godzilla vs. King Kong.
This was an era in which
computer-generated imagery
(CGI) was not a thing, and
people dressed up in costumes
to play the creatures.
It is safe to say that technology has evolved since
then. Godzilla vs. Kong has top
notch visual effects, and due
to the overwhelming presence
of the creatures, the humans
are relegated to roles with little dialogue.
The movie opens with King
Kong searching for a new
habitat. He is aided by human
volunteers such as Dr. Nathan
Lind (Alexander Skarsgaard)
and an orphan girl named Jia

would be the case, though, because the budget is an estimated $200 million according to
IMDb. It uses special effects
akin to Interstellar with regards to how it portrays alternate worlds — yes, the movie
does take us to places other
than Earth. The movie also
makes great use of underwater CGI, a relatively new technology. These budget-heavy
films devote the most effort to
visual effects. If one is looking
for deep character development, I would not recommend
watching this film.
The movie also has a great
score. It has tranquil melodies
in between the action scenes.
The music during the battle
scenes exist to pump blood
and stir excitement into the
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP
minds of the viewers. Howev1HZPRYLH Godzilla vs. KongVKLQHVDVLWKLWVWKHELJVFUHHQV7KLVFROODERUDWLYHPDVWHUSLHFHEULQJVWRJHWKHU
er, the action music can be a
WZRZRUOGVRIVFLÀLQWRRQHQDUUDWLYHWKDWDSSHDOVWRHDFK·VUHVSHFWLYHIDQEDVHEXWDOVRWKHJHQHUDOPDVVHV
bit drum-heavy at times.
(Kaylee Hottle).
King Kong has histori- involves tech worker Bernie
This movie extends beyond
As Kong ventures across cally functioned as a tragic Hayes (Brian Tyree Henry.). merely “good” and into greatthe sea, Godzilla is destroy- hero who loves women, while He is the character that ev- ness that neither franchise has
ing cities for no apparent rea- Godzilla has functioned as a eryone initially shoves away seen since Peter Jackson’s reson. The two characters meet destroyer of cities. Their roles as crazy because he spends his make of King Kong in 2005.
in the middle of the ocean, do not change in this film, but spare time talking about conGodzilla vs. Kong proved
and their battles take up a surely enough, Godzilla ends spiracy theories on a podcast. to be a worthwhile in-theater
good chunk of the film. But, up being a misunderstood He is also the one character experience during the panthere is a bigger villain in this character.
who cracks jokes during more demic, and I am looking formovie who shows that you do
Lost in the mix are numer- serious situations.
ward to the much-anticipated
not have to be a monster to do ous subplots involving the huThe visual effects are spec- sequel that is already in develmonstrous things.
man characters. One subplot tacular. You would hope that opment.
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An interview with
B Y G RIFFIN B RAMMER
AND J ULIA L ANKISCH
6WDৼ:ULWHUV

We managed to secure an interview with John Johnson and his baby
brother Jean Jeanson of Johnson & Johnson, a Family Company™,
asking them to clarify some rumors regarding recent side effects of
their company’s vaccine.

NEWSWIRE: Thank you for your time here today, we—
JOHN: How did you board our jet?

NEWSWIRE: We’re here with questions for you two about your vaccine.
JOHN: Please direct all questions to me, as I head up the medical department of Johnson &
Johnson, a Family Company™. My brother and business associate is strictly responsible for
the production of our baby powder.
JEAN: I make-a da baby powduh! Mamma Mia!

NEWSWIRE: What can you say about the allegations against your company’s vaccine and
its side effects?
JOHN: Here at Johnson & Johnson, a Family Company™, we are continuously monitoring
and testing the effects of the vaccine on our consumers, and we can assure that the current
side effects are very rare and only affect a small percentage of individuals.
JEAN: Badda bing badda boom, there ain’t no side effect in da baby powduh! ¡Compra mi
polvo!
JOHN: We have prepared a helpful infographic to help consumers know what to look out for
in the future.

NEWSWIRE:
Any
closing
statements,
Johnson or Johnson?
JEAN: 家族企业!
For more information, please see the infographic provided by
Johnson & Johnson, a
Family Company™, or
view our follow-up story located on the front
page (Page 1).

Which Vaccine the Stars Think You Should Get
Aries: Pfizer - People who get
pfizer pfuck.
Taurus: Johnson & Johnson You look like the type who can
take two Johnsons at once.
Gemini: Moderna - Or, if
you’re a guy, you can get the
version with the masculine
conjugation: Moderne. Or, if
you’re getting it with friends:
Modernemos.
Cancer: AstraZeneca - You are
not allowed to be in the United
States.
Leo: NovaVax - A mild, kind
vaccine that will leave you feeling
euphoric and relaxed, perfect for
playing guitar.
Virgo: COVID-19 - The way I
understand it, the virus is in the
vaccine, right? So why not just
go right to the source? Head to
the hospital, find a sick guy and
just straight up start drinking
his blood.

Libra: Johnson & Johnson You prefer your vaccine’s estimated effectiveness to look like
your test scores: 66.3%
Scorpio: Chickenpox - The
stars see no COVID-19 in your
future, but chickenpox at every
turn. Tell your little cousin you
can’t see her elementary school’s
performance of Aladdin.
Sagittarius: Moderna - Should
give you the ‘bi doomer girlboss’
vibe you were looking for. Avoid
Pfizer, it will make you give off
the ‘ace anarcho-capitalist mansplainer’ vibes you’ve been trying
to avoid.
Capricorn: Jannsen - Alternative name for Johnson & Johnson, so it should perfectly match
with your alternative lifestyle
Aquarius: You don’t need a
vaccine; not even COVID-19
wants anything to do with you
people.
Pisces: Pfizer - Because you
were born in Pfeberuary (or
Pmarch).

By Jacob Smith, Staff Writer

